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ABSTRACT: Steady-shear measurements of suspensions
of carbon blacks (CB) in polystyrene (PS)/di-(butyl phthal-
ate) (DBP) solution were investigated as a function of vol-
ume fraction (/) of CB to clarify the effect of the primary
particle size and the structure of CB aggregates on the
rheological properties. The suspensions show a typical
shear-thinning behavior in the range of a shear rate stud-
ied. The Casson model was applied to evaluate the viscos-
ity at infinite of shear rate h‘ and the yield stress ry for
the suspensions. Relative viscosity h‘/hm, (hm: medium
viscosity) thus obtained was compared to the high-fre-
quency viscosity for the ideal hard-sphere silica suspen-
sions to evaluate the effective volume fraction /eff of CB
aggregates. The /eff value was larger for the higher-struc-
ture CB with higher DBP absorption value, irrespective of

the primary particle size. The yield stress ry had almost
the same /eff dependence for neutral furnace CB/(PS/
DBP) suspensions, although it was larger for acetylene
black (AcB)/(PS/DBP) suspensions. These results demon-
strated that the effective volume fraction is the most im-
portant quantity to characterize the CB aggregates on the
rheological properties. It was also found that the correction
of the medium viscosity changes due to polymer adsorp-
tion on the CB surface is important since neutral furnace
CB adsorbs PS polymers but AcB hardly adsorbs PS poly-
mers in the solution. � 2008 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Appl
Polym Sci 108: 2660–2666, 2008
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INTRODUCTION

Carbon black (CB) is widely used as a reinforcing
agent in rubber products and as an additive for pig-
mentation, UV protection, electrical conductivity,
and rheology control in plastics, ink, and coating.
Rheological properties of CB/polymer compounds
and CB suspensions are very important from both
academic and industrial points of view. In attempt-
ing to elucidate these rheological responses, exten-
sive studies have been carried out for the CB/poly-
mer compounds1–11 and CB suspensions.12–30 The
occurrence of both yield stress and thixotropy for
these systems has been found. In general, an
increase in the CB concentration and a decrease in
the particle size enhance the agglomerate formation
thereby increase the viscosity.

CB is constituted of carbon primary particles fused
by covalent bonds into aggregates that generally are
considered unbreakable during the normal process-
ing of the materials.31 The CB aggregates exist in a
variety of shape types from the higher-structure CB
grades consisting of more branched structures to the
lower structure grades containing more compact
structures. The aggregates have a strong tendency to

agglomerate because of the electronic structure of
the CB surface. In contrast to the aggregates, these
agglomerates are characterized by weak bonding
between the aggregates and therefore do not retain
their integrity during processing. Therefore, the
rheological properties might change with not only
the CB agglomerate structure, but also the aggregate
structure. However, there were few studies concern-
ing the relationship between the rheological proper-
ties and the CB aggregate structure, although it was
reported that the type of CB has a significant influ-
ence on the rheological behavior7 and the electrical
conductivity of CB/rubber systems.32

Recently, we studied the dynamic viscoelastic
properties of the CB suspensions and found that the
rheological behavior of the CB suspensions changes
with the affinity of suspending medium toward the
CB particles and is classified into three different
types of the behavior as summarized below.27 In the
medium having a poor affinity for the CB particles,
the CB particles form well-developed network-like
agglomerates. This strongly flocculated network
structure exhibits highly nonlinear, elasto-plastic fea-
tures. These CB agglomerates are unable to rear-
range within laboratory time scales; hence the struc-
tures cannot relax to achieve thermodynamic equilib-
rium. This nonequilibrium structure of strongly
flocculated gels would affect suspension property by
increasing elasticity and viscosity. As we reported
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previously,27 for the well-developed network-like CB
aggregates, the apparent storage and loss moduli
G0

app and G00
app for very small strain amplitude g0

(<0.3%) are independent of g0 and the linear visco-
elastic behavior prevails. However, for larger g0
(>0.3%), the apparent moduli (in particular G0

app)
continuously decrease with increasing g0. When a
suspension exhibits such a strong nonlinearity due
to the elasto-plastic deformation/flow of the net-
work-type agglomerate, dynamic oscillation methods
are not suitable. To characterize these strongly floc-
culated CB aggregates, steady shear measurements
are suitable and can provide interesting rheological
quantities, such as a flow curve and a yield stress.
Accordingly, many studies have been made for these
systems by the steady-state shear measurements, as
shown before. However, most of the literatures on
the topic of rheological properties of CB compounds
and suspensions have focused on the concentration
dependence of CB particles. The effects of CB aggre-
gates on the rheological properties for these CB sys-
tems have not been fully elucidated, although such
studies are very important and useful not only for
the design of CB suspensions, but also for that of
polymer/CB compounds.

Considering this program, we prepared the CB
suspensions in polystyrene (PS)/di-(butyl phthlate)
(DBP) solution using CB samples having different
kinds of ‘‘aggregate’’ structure with various CB con-
tents, and conducted steady-shear measurements of
the suspensions. The yield stress ry and the viscosity
at infinite of shear rate h‘ were evaluated using the
Casson model.33 The relationship between these
rheological quantities and the structure of CB aggre-
gates is discussed in terms of an effective volume
fraction /eff of CB aggregates. This is the first report
to clarify the importance of the CB aggregate struc-
ture on the rheological properties. Effects of polymer
adsorption on the rheological properties are also
discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL

Four series of carbon black (CB-76, CB-24-1, CB-15-2,
and AcB) suspensions with various CB concentra-
tions cCB in PS/DBP solution were used in this
study. CB-76, CB-24-1, and CB-15-2, supplied from
Mitsubishi Chemical Corp. (Japan), were formed by
oil furnace process. AcB was an acetylene black type
CB supplied from Denki Kagaku Kogyou Co.
(Japan). Characteristics of these CB samples are
shown in Table I. Surface area is a measure of parti-
cle size, and was measured by absorption of nitro-
gen gas onto the carbon black. DBP absorption is a
measure of aggregate size and was measured as fol-
lowing; a quality of CB is placed in the mixing

chamber of torque-measuring electric kneader-mixer.
The kneader action is started and DBP is added
drop-wise from an automatic burette. The transition
from a free-flowing powder to a semiplastic material
at the point of maximum absorption (the filling of
voids) results in a rapid rise in torque, which acti-
vates an automatic cutoff in burette and kneader. The
volume of DBP added is registered automatically. Its
value per 100 g of CB, the DBP number, is a repro-
ducible quantity recognized as a structural index in
ASTM method D2415-65T. Aggregates with a greater
number of particles and more complex aggregates
(higher structure CB) have more voids and thus have
a higher oil demand. Accordingly, CB-76 and CB-24-1
have almost the same DBP absorption value and are
lower structure grades consisting of more compact
aggregates. CB-15-2 is higher structure grades contain-
ing more branched aggregates. AcB has the highest
DBP absorption value among CB samples studied here,
although the primary particle size is not the smallest.

The suspensions were prepared by mixing known
amounts of dry CB with 5 wt % PS/DBP solution
(disperse medium). CB concentration cCB measured
depended on CB species because of different aggre-
gate structure, and was ranged from 0 to 20 wt %
for CB-76 suspension, to 22.5 wt % for CB-24-1, to 10
wt % for CB-15-2 suspension, and to 3 wt % for AcB
suspension. For these suspensions, steady-shear
measurements were carried out with a rheometer
(ARES, Rheometrics) at 258C. Cone-plate fixtures
with a gap angle of 0.0845 rad and a plate diameter
of 25 and/or 50 mm were used.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Flow curves and Casson plots

Figure 1(a–d) shows the shear rate _g dependence of
the steady shear viscosity h of the CB-76 (a), CB-24-1
(b), CB-15-2 (c), and AcB (d) suspensions having var-
ious CB concentrations cCB. The suspending medium
(PS/DBP solution) shows a constant viscosity inde-
pendent of _g and exhibits a Newtonian flow. On the
other hand, all the CB/(PS/DBP) suspensions are
characterized by a typical shear thinning behavior.

TABLE I
Characteristics of CB Samples

Carbon black CB-76 CB-24-1 CB-15-2 AcB

Mean particle size (nm) 76 24 15 40
Surrface area (m2/g) 29 130 294 61
Average aggregate size (nm) 230 180 210 350
DBP absorption value
(mL/100 g) 71 69 147 190

/eff// 2.6 2.6 5.5 16
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The viscosities seem to approach to a constant vis-
cosity at high shear rate. Both the degree of shear
thinning and the viscosity at high shear rate
increased with increasing cCB. The shapes of the flow
curve were very similar, although the correspon-
dence cCB was different for each suspension.

Casson33 presented the following equation, which
is now called the Casson equation. This equation has
been applied to many kinds of suspensions and
found to be useful.

r1=2 ¼ k0 þ k1 _g
1=2 (1)

The Casson equation was derived under an
assumption that the dispersed particles are agglom-
erated in the rod shape and the rods are destroyed
in a small size under external shear field. This
assumption can be applied to the CB suspensions
because the agglomerate structure consisting of CB
aggregates corresponds to the rods and the rod

structure should be destroyed in smaller agglomer-
ates under high shear. At very high shear, the rods
must be divided to CB aggregates, as Onogi et al.
reported that the Casson equation can be applied to
the CB suspensions.13–15,17 Using the Casson equa-
tion, we evaluated the yield stress ry and the viscos-
ity at infinite of shear rate h‘ of the suspensions.
Here, the yield stress ry (5k20) was obtained by
extrapolation at the shear rate _g ¼ 0. The viscosity at
infinite of shear rate h‘ was obtained from the slope
of Casson plot. As a representative example, the
Casson plots for the CB-24-1/(PS/DBP) are shown
in Figure 2. Linearity in all the r1=2 � _g1=2 relation-
ships is evident at higher shear rate, although the
stress decreased at low shear rates for higher cCB
samples, as already pointed out by Onogi and Ma-
tsumoto.17 These results indicate that the yield val-
ues estimated from Casson plot may lead to an over-
estimation. However, the values thus evaluated
would be a meaningful parameter to characterize CB

Figure 1 Flow curves of the CB-76/(5%PS/DBP) (a), CB-24-1(5%PS/DBP) (b), CB-15-2/(5%PS/DBP) (c), and AcB/
(5%PS/DBP) (d) suspensions at 258C.
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aggregates. Similar Casson plots could be obtained
for the other three suspensions. From the basic con-
cept of the Casson model, such linearity provides a
strong evidence of the presence of connected CB
aggregate networks in the CB suspensions.

Medium viscosity change due to CB aggregates

It has been reported that, for some suspensions in
polymeric solutions, polymer chains are adsorbed on
the particles to enhance the network-like agglomera-
tion of the particles.34–36 If the CB aggregates also
adsorb PS in the PS/DBP solution, the medium vis-
cosity hm must change. To analyze relative viscosity
hr (5h‘/hm) versus volume fraction / relationship,
the medium viscosity hm for the suspensions was
measured. The CB suspensions were centrifuged at
18,000 rpm for 2 h. The supernatant solution after
centrifugation was transparent for all the suspen-
sions and was considered not to contain any CB par-
ticles, accordingly. Table II shows the viscosity of
the three series of supernatant solutions after centrifu-
gation. The viscosity of the supernatant solutions
decreased with cCB for the CB-76/(PS/DBP), CB-24-
1/(PS/DBP), and CB-15-2/(PS/DBP) suspensions,
whereas the viscosity of the AcB/(PS/DBP) suspen-
sion was almost constant irrespective of cCB,
although the data were not tabulated here. These
results indicate that PS molecules were adsorbed on
the surface of the neutral furnace blacks (CB-76, CB-
24-1, and CB-15-2). The amount of adsorbed PS
could be estimated, as it was found that the log vis-
cosity of the PS/DBP solution increases with weight
fraction of PS. The amount of adsorbed PS thus esti-
mated was 24 mg/(g of CB) for the CB-76 suspen-
sions, 77 mg/(g of CB) for the CB-24-1 suspensions,

and 124 mg/(g of CB) for the CB-15-2 suspensions,
but almost 0 mg/(g of CB) for the AcB suspensions.

The PS concentration in the supernatant solutions
was found to be lower than the original concentra-
tion (5 wt %). Thus, it is clear that the PS chains are
adsorbed on the CB aggregates. Furnace CB aggre-
gates typically contain about 90–99% elemental car-
bon, with oxygen and hydrogen as the other major
constituents.26 The oxygen and hydrogen of the fur-
nace CB surface may prove the adsorption of the PS
onto the CB aggregates. On the other hand, AcB con-
tains almost 100% elemental carbon and is con-
structed of a graphite structure. Our experimental
data indicate that the graphite structure never
adsorbs the PS chains. However, the flow curves of
the AcB suspensions are very similar to those of the
furnace black suspensions.

High-shear relative viscosity

Figure 3(a,b) shows the bare volume fraction / depen-
dence of the high-shear relative viscosity hr 5 h‘/hm

for the CB-76 (a) and CB-15-2 (b) suspensions. Here,
the bare volume fraction / of the CB was calculated
using the densities of CB (q 5 1.9) and PS/DBP so-
lution (q 5 1.05). In these figures, filled circles
denote the uncorrected data using the viscosity of
5% PS/DBP and open circles the corrected data
using the viscosity of the supernatant solutions as
hm. As shown in the previous section, the medium
viscosity hm decreased with increasing CB concentra-
tion. Accordingly, the corrected values had higher /
dependence, because of low hm. It is clear that the
correction gives a significant difference for the /
dependence of the relative viscosity hr. Therefore,
we would like to emphasize that the adsorbed PS
molecules strongly affect the suspension viscosity by
changing the polymer concentration.

Figure 4 shows the / dependence of the relative
viscosity hr for the CB-76, CB-24-1, CB-15-2, and AcB
suspensions. It is clear that the CB suspensions with
larger DBP absorption value have larger / depend-
ence. Why do these suspensions have different /
dependence? To explain the reason, we utilized
effective volume fraction /eff instead of bare volume

Figure 2 Casson plots of the CB-24-1/(5%PS/DBP) sus-
pensions at 258C. The symbols are the same as in Figure 1.

TABLE II
The Viscosity of Supernatant Solutions for the CB-76/
(PS/DBP), CB-24-1/(PS/DBP), and CB-15-2/(PS/DBP)

Suspensions

CB-76
wt %

h
(Pa s)

CB-24-1
wt %

h
(Pa s)

CB-15-2
wt %

h
(Pa s)

0 0.0787 0 0.0787 0 0.0787
5 0.0761 5 – 4 0.0716
10 0.0736 10 0.0630 8 0.0589
15 0.0714 15 0.0533 12 0.0481
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fraction / of the CB aggregates, as reported in our
previous papers.27,28 CB aggregates have nonspheri-
cal and nonuniform shape. Therefore, the effective
volume fraction /eff would be larger than the bare
volume fraction /. Moreover, the CB aggregates
must trap and/or adsorb the PS solution. This
‘‘dead’’ PS solution looses its identity as a solution
and behaves as a part of filler in terms of the rheo-
logical behavior. These are the reason why the bare
volume fraction / is converted to the effective vol-
ume fraction /eff. The /eff must include both effects
due to the shape of CB aggregates and immobilized
PS solutions on the CB surface.

The effective volume corresponds to a volume
occupied by sphere having the aggregate radius a.
The /eff value was estimated as follows; for mono-
disperse hard-core silica suspensions, the high fre-
quency viscosity h0

‘ normalized by the medium vis-
cosity hm is universally dependent on / irrespective
of the particle radius.37,38 We evaluated the /eff of
our CB aggregates (/eff 5 a/) by comparing the h‘/
hm ratios of the CB aggregates and the universal h0

‘/
hm versus / curve for the hard-core silica particles.
The result is shown in Figure 5. From the abscissa
coordinates of the plot for the CB aggregates (open
symbols), the a value was estimated to be 2.6, 2.6,
5.5, and 16 for the CB-76, CB-24-1, CB-15-2, and AcB
suspensions, respectively. This result indicates that
the a value or the effective volume is an important
parameter to characterize CB aggregates.

With increasing shear rate, the density of the
three-dimensional network of the CB aggregates is
decreased. Under sufficient high shear, the size of
flow unit becomes the CB aggregate size. In this
shear region, the second Newtonian flow appears.
Therefore, the CB aggregates are considered to be a
flow unit corresponding to ‘‘effective volume’’. The

a value increases with increasing the DBP absorp-
tion value, suggesting that /eff depends mainly on
aggregate structure morphology irrespective of parti-
cle size. This result indicates that the CB aggregates
behave as a flow unit at high shear rates and the dif-
ference between /eff and / reflects mainly the non-
spherical shapes of the aggregates.

Yield stress

Figure 6 shows the yield stress ry of the CB-76, CB-
24-1, CB-15-2, and AcB suspensions as a function of
bare volume fraction /. The ry of these suspensions
changed drastically at a certain critical concentration,

Figure 3 Relative viscosity hr versus volume fraction / plots of the CB-76/(5%PS/DBP) (a) and CB-15-2/(5%PS/DBP)
(b) suspensions. Filled small circles denote the uncorrected values and open circles the corrected values by polymer
adsorption.

Figure 4 Relative viscosity hr versus volume fraction /
plots of the CB-76/(5%PS/DBP), CB-24-1/(5%PS/DBP),
CB-15-2/(5%PS/DBP), and AcB/(5%PS/DBP) suspensions.
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/g, which corresponds to the formation of a space-
filling network. At / < /g, dilute suspensions have
no yield stress and the discrete clusters settle in the
dilute suspensions rather independently. Whereas
above /g, the suspensions develop a three-dimen-
sional network structure of the CB aggregates
therein.

The yield stress ry is a force produced by the sep-
aration between the particles times the number of
interparticle bonds that cross a unit area of the sam-

ple39: The latter factor is scaled as /2/a2, where / is
particle volume fraction and a particle radius.40 For
our CB suspension systems, we used the average
aggregate radius as a, and used the effective volume
fraction /eff instead of /, as same as we analyzed
the high-shear relative viscosity in the previous sec-
tion. In Figure 7, the ry data of the CB suspensions
were normalized by (a/a0)

2 and plotted against /eff,
where a0 5 100 nm. It was found that these plots
also agreed with each other for the three furnace
black (CB-76, CB-24-1, and CB-15-2) suspensions. We
can conclude that the ry is attributed to some inter-
nal structures formed by CB aggregates and the
stress to break up into CB aggregates must be almost
the same for the furnace black samples.

Finally, we mention briefly the reasons why the ry

values of the AcB suspensions were larger than
those of CB-76, CB-24-1, and CB-15-2 suspensions.
The surface of AcB develops a graphite structure,
although that of the furnace black does not. The sur-
face structure difference may be attributed to differ-
ent PS adsorption behavior and the /eff dependence
of the ry values, although we cannot explain the
mechanism yet.

CONCLUSIONS

We studied details of the steady-shear behavior of
the CB/(PS/DBP) suspensions forming well-devel-
oped network-like CB agglomerates. The Casson
model was applied to evaluate the yield stress ry

and the viscosity at infinite of shear rate h‘ for the
suspensions. The effective volume fraction /eff was
evaluated from the comparison with the universal
h0
‘/hm versus / curve for the hard-core silica

Figure 5 Relative viscosity hr versus effective volume
fraction /eff plots of the CB-76/(5%PS/DBP), CB-24-1/
(5%PS/DBP), CB-15-2/(5%PS/DBP), and AcB/(5%PS/
DBP) suspensions. The /eff values were determined in a
way that the h‘/hm versus /eff for four suspensions were
superposed on the universal h0

‘/hm versus / plots
obtained for unimodal hard-core particles.37,38

Figure 6 Yield stress ry versus volume fraction / plots of
the CB-76/(5%PS/DBP), CB-24-1/(5%PS/DBP), CB-15-2/
(5%PS/DBP), and AcB/(5%PS/DBP) suspensions.

Figure 7 Yield stress ry versus effective volume fraction
/eff for the CB-76/(5%PS/DBP), CB-24-1/(5%PS/DBP),
CB-15-2/(5%PS/DBP), and AcB/(5%PS/DBP) suspensions.
a0 5 100 nm.
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particles, and found to depend strongly on the CB
aggregate structure (DBP absorption value). It was
found that the /eff is an important parameter to
characterize the CB aggregates. The ry was found to
be only a function of /eff irrespective of CB aggre-
gate structure for the furnace black, but to be larger
for the acetylene black sample. This may be due to
the difference in the surface structure of CB and
accordingly polymer adsorption behavior.

The author would like to express his thanks to Ms. Ayumi
Aoki for improvement of the manuscript.
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